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1. Introduction  
To study motion of spin ½ particles  in the relativistic approach, Dirac equation is  
solved to get a complete information  about  the problems in high energy and  
nuclear physics.  Various techniques has been used in the solution. Some of them 
are supersymmetry (SUSY) [1],  Nikiforov–Uvarov (NU) [2], asymptotic iteration 
method(AIM) [3-7], factorization and path integral [8-10], shape invariance [11,12].  
The pseudospin symmetry is a concept used in nuclear physics to explain the 
observed degeneracies of certain shell-model orbitals [13-15]. Recently it is shown 
that [16-18] this symmetry arises from a symmetry of the Dirac Hamiltonian. The Dirac 
Hamiltonian with external scalar, S(r), and vector, V(r), potentials is invariant for two 
limits, V-S=constant and V+S=constant. The first one is called the spin symmetry and 
has applications to the spectrum of mesons and the spectrum of antinucleon [19]. The 
second limit leads to pseudospin symmetry. This symmetry refers to quasi-
degeneracy of the nucleon doublets which can be characterized with quantum 
numbers )2/1,,( += ll jn and )2/3,2,1 +=+− ll jn . Where jn ,,l  are the single nucleon 
radial, orbital and total angular momentum quantum numbers, respectively. This doublet 
structure can be expressed in terms of a pseudo-orbital angular momentum 1~ += ll  and a 
pseudospin 2/1~ =s . Exact pseudospin symmetry means the degeneracy of the doublets 
with quantum numbers  sj ~~ ±= l  .  In recent years, the analytic solutions of the Dirac 
equation  are investigated under the condition of spin and pseudospin symmetries  for 
some typical potentials [20-25]. In addition to scalar and vector potentials a tensor 
interaction is also considered [20,22,26-29] extensively. Several physical interactions 
can  be described with a tensor potential, such as the interaction of a particle with an 
anomalous  magnetic moment.  
In this work we will use an algebraic method to find analytical solutions of the Dirac 
equation for some well-known diatomic molecular potentials. The same method is 
used before to study these potentials in the framework of the Schrödinger equation 
[30]. Diatomic molecular potentials are very important to describe the intramolecular 
and intermolecular interactions and atomic pair correlations in quantum mechanics. 
We will study  Pöschl-Teller potential [31-38]. Morse Potential [39-41], Mie potential 
[42-49],   Pesudoharmonic potential  and  Kratzer-Fues Potential [50, 51] 
 This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the Dirac equation is solved for the 
scalar, vector plus a tensor interaction. In section 3, we obtain the solutions of the 
Dirac equation for the Pöschl-Teller potential plus a Coulomb-like tensor interaction 
for the spin and pseudospin symmetric cases. In order to understand the effect of the 
tensor term on the energy spectrum of the bound Dirac states, we list some  
numerical values in Tables 1 and 2. We show that the Coulomb-like tensor interaction 
breaks the spin and the pseudospin symmetries but do not change the main 
characteristics of the energy spectrum. We also solve Dirac equation for Morse, Mie, 
Pesudoharmonic and Kratzer-Fues Potentials. Finally, concluding remarks are given 
in Sect. 4. 
     
2.  Dirac equation with scalar, vector and tensor potential    
The Dirac equation for a fermion in an external scalar potential S, a vector potential V 
and a tensor potential  U can be written [22, 26, 52] as  (h =1,  c=1)  
               ψψαββα EUriVSmp =−+++ ]ˆ.)(.[ rrr                                   (1)                         
Where αr  and β   are the Dirac matrices. The Hamiltonian 
UriVSmpH
D
ˆ.)(. αββα rrr −+++=   commutes with the total angular momentum operator 
SLJ
rrr
+= , with the parity operator and with the spin-orbit operator ).( ILK +−= rrσβ . Here 
L
r
 is the orbital angular momentum operator and Sr  is the spin operator.  Hence the 
eigenfunctions can be written as 
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where  l κχ jm  denote the spin spherical harmonics.  The spin-orbit quantum number  
[15]  κ  is related to the orbital angular momentum  l  and to the total angular 
momentum j   as  follows  
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In Eq. (2) the lower component of the spinor has a pseudo orbital quantum number l~  
which can be expressed as κκ /~ −= ll .  By substituting the spinor  from  Eq. (2)  into 
Eq. (1) we obtain the following set of coupled equations [52] for the radial components  
κng and κnf  . 
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  where  SV −=∆   and  SV +=Σ   . We note that in Ref. (21) the Dirac equation is 
written as εψψ =DH   and the parameter  E  is defined as  mE −= ε . Therefore , the 
parameter E , in their equations, is not the eigenvalue of the Dirac Hamiltonian. In our 
formalism E  is the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian. In order to make a comparison one 
must replace E  with mE +  in our equations. By combining Eq. (4a) and Eq. (4b)  we 
get the following  second order differential equations  for the radial wave functions . 
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where   )( ∆−+=∆ mEM  and  )( Σ−−=Σ mEM   . 
    As stated before, we use an algebraic method for the solution of these 
radial wave equations. In this scheme the wave equation is transformed into 
a second order parametric differential equation whose solution are studied 
before. In the following section we apply this method for the solution of Eq. 
(5) for several molecular potentials. 
 
3. Applications   
 
a)  Pöschl-Teller  potential                                                                                                                     
We  start to study the bound state solution for this potential  under the assumption of  
spin symmetry case. Hence we  assume that ∆  is given by a constant C and the sum 
of the potentials is  given by the Pöschl-Teller [31-38] potential. That is  
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where the parameter α  is related to the range of the potential.  For the Coulomb-like 
tensor potential we use the parameterization rU γ−= .  We note that if we take 0=γ  at 
any step in our calculations we obtain the solutions of the Dirac equation without the 
tensor interaction. So it can be taken as an investigation with scalar and vector 
potential only.   In order to study Eqs. (5a) and (5b) for  arbitrary spin-orbit quantum 
number κ  the centrifugal term is approximated as [53, 54]   
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where 2α  is assumed to be small.  With this approximation Eq. (5a ) can be written  in 
the following form     
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  where we have used the identity )1()1( +=+ llκκ and we have replaced  U by ( rγ− ). 
This equation takes a simpler form when it is written in terms of a dimensionless 
variable s defined as )(sinh2 rs α= . Using this new variable we transform Eq. (11) into 
the following equation 
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Eq. (12) has the form of the parametric differential equation that was mentioned 
before. The general form [30] is given as   
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Where ic and iΛ  are some constants. In the following we use the results and the 
notation of Ref. (30). When we compare Eq. (12) with Eq. (14) we find that they are 
the same type. The parameters can be expressed as   
 
2
1
1 =c ,   12 =c ,   13 =c  ,  11 H−=Λ ,   )( 1112 FLH −+=Λ ,   13 F=Λ  .       (15) 
  The bound state solutions of Eq. (14) are given in detail in Ref. (30). Depending on 
the value of the parameter 3c there are two possibilities. When the parameter 3c  is not 
zero the solutions are    
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Here the functions    )(),( zPn βα   are the Jacobi polynomials and 12 10 −+= cqα ,  
12
3
2
10 −+−−=
c
c
cpβ . The formula for the corresponding energy levels is given as            
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As stated before, these formulas are derived in Ref. (30) Inserting ic ’s into this 
equation it can written as  
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and using Eqs. (15) and (13) α
  0,0 p ,q  and β  can be written ,in terms of 111 F ,L ,H  as 
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The parameters in these equations are defined in Eq. (13) . Inserting all these into 
Eq. (20) and using Eq. (13) we obtain  
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The corresponding radial wave functions are given by 
           )21()1()( ),(00 sPsssg nqpn ++= − βακ  
    It is known that there are no bound negative energy states in the limit of spin 
symmetry and no bound positive energy states in the pseudospin symmetry limit 
[15,19]. The influence of tensor interactions on these spectra has been also 
investigated [20, 21, 22, 26]. For instance, tensor potential U linear in r is investigated  
and its contributions to the positive and negative energy solutions of the Dirac 
equation are studied explicitly in Ref. (20). But here we have a Coulomb-like tensor 
potential and in order to understand the effect of this potential on the spectrum of the 
bound states we take a set of values for our parameters [56, 57] and calculate energy 
eigenvalues. Using Eq. (23) we obtain the values listed in Table 1. We can see the 
splitting of the energy levels of the spin doublets . Fig. 1 indicates the dependence of 
this splitting on the tensor interaction strength. With these parameters we found that 
Eq. (23) has only positive energy solutions for bound states. That is, the added tensor 
term  does not lead to negative energy solutions. We can understand this as follows. 
The tensor potential enters into the wave equation as ( Ω /r2) where 
)1(2)1( ++++=Ω γγκγκκ . Table 2 shows how the parameter Ω  is changing with the 
coupling constant γ . We can see that Ω  remains positive for all values of γ   and thus 
Ω /r2  acts as centrifugal barrier. Thus the binding is the result of the other potentials 
present in the problem. We also note that this is valid for all the cases we are studying 
in this work.   
     Pseudospin symmetry case: 
In order to study the solutions for the pseudospin symmetry case we must choose 
Σ as a constant. For ∆  we assume  
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We take the tensor potential with the same parameterization and assume the same 
approximation for the centrifugal term. After these assumptions we write Eq. (5b) in 
terms of the variable s. The result is the following equation  
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We observe that Eq. (25)  has the same form as Eq. (12),  only the parameters are 
different. Therefore we can write down the solutions for Eq. (25) by replacing 1 ,1 ,1 FLH   
with 2,2,2 FLH   in the solutions of Eq. (12).  This way we obtain the following solutions  
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To find the energy eigenvalues we follow the steps of the previous sections. This 
leads to the following formula for the energy spectrum  
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We see that this equation is not identical with Eq. (23). So it gives a different 
spectrum. If we use the same numerical values for parameters given in the previous 
section we get only negative energy bound state solutions. This is the case for the 
exact pseudospin symmetry and this can be explained as in the previous section. 
 
b) Morse potential  
 We will study the bound state solutions with the following potentials  [39-41]    
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where α and C are constants. Hence this gives a spin symmetric 
Hamiltonian.  D corresponds to the depth of the Morse potential, β is related 
to the range of the potential and  0r   is the equilibrium internuclear distance. 
Inserting Eq. (30) into Eq. (5a) we find 
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Let us define a new variable 00 /)( rrr −=ρ    and write Eq. (31) in terms of this 
new variable.  We find  
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where βα 0r=  and  )1(2)1( ++++= γγκγκκB . In the following, we use the 
identity )1()1( +=+ llκκ .  For the second term we are going to use the 
Pekeris  approximation [54, 55]. Within this approximation it can be written as 
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Since the expression )exp( αρ−    occurs many times, we define a new 
dimensionless variable s as )exp( αρ−=s . In terms of this new variable Eq. 
(32) transforms into the following equation.  
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To find the radial wave functions κng  , we must solve Eq. (34a).  This 
equation has the form given in Eq. (14)  and its parameters are    11 =c ,  
02 =c ,  03 =c . As discussed before  [30],  when 3c  is zero the bound state 
solutions of Eq. (14) are given by  
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and  the energy levels are given as   
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Inserting ic ’s  into Eq. (36) we find    310 Λ=q  ,  110 Λ=p   and Eq. (37) gives  
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Finally replacing 321   ,   , ΛΛΛ with the expressions given in Eq. (34b) we find 
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 Thus the energy levels depend on the quantum numbers n, l  and .κ
   The 
corresponding wave function are 
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  Pseudospin symmetry case 
 
For pseudospin symmetry we must choose Σ  as constant.  This time ∆  is assumed 
to be given by  
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We take the tensor potential with the same parameterization and assume the same 
approximation for the centrifugal term. After these assumptions we write Eq. (5b) in 
terms of the variable s. The result is the following equation  
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Eq. (43a) has the same form as Eq. (34a),  only the parameters are different. Hence 
we can write down the solutions for Eq. (43a) by replacing 3,2,1 ΛΛΛ   with 
23,22,21 ΛΛΛ   in equations (36, 37, 38). The result for the wave function is  
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And the equation for the corresponding energy levels is   
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c) Mie Potential 
To apply our formulation to the Dirac equation for the Mie Potential [42-49] we again 
start from Eq. (5a). Assume that  
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and take the tensor potential with the same parameterization. Inserting these into Eq. 
(5a) we find  
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Let us define  rgG /=  and  s=r and express this equation for G in terms of the 
variable s. We obtain  
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 When we compare Eq. (48) with Eq. (14) we find  that 21 =c , 02 =c , 03 =c . Thus 
the solutions are given by Eqs. (35, 36, 37).  Inserting the parameters into these 
equations we find  
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Hence the wave functions are  
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If we take 0  ,0 == γC and  go to the none relativistic limit by replacing mE +  with 2m 
and mE −  with ε  we obtain  
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This spectrum agrees with the results obtained in Ref. (30) for the Schrödinger 
equation with the Mie Potential.  It is easy to obtain the pseudospin symmetric 
solutions for this potential. As it is  demonstrated for the two previous examples this 
can be done easily. So we are not going to give the solutions for the pseudosin 
symmetry case for Mie Potential and for the following applications.  
d) Pseudoharmonic Potential  
     The pseudoharmonic  potential is given as  20
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C=∆  and )(rV=Σ .  The tensor potential will be taken as before. When we replace 
these into Eq. (5a) and define  a new variable  2rs =  and a new function rgG =  we 
end up with the following equation.  
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When this equation is written in  the nonrelativistic limit with 0  ,0 == γC  the result is  
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This is the result obtained in Ref. (30) for the Schrödinger equation for this potential.  
 
e) Kratzer-Fues Potential  
The Kratzer-Fues [50, 51] potential is given by  
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r
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−
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 .                                                                
We chose C=∆ , )(rV=Σ  and define rgG = , s=r  and  inserting these into Eq. 
(5a) . The result is the following equation 
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 where  
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Using Eq. (62) we write the parameters as 0c  ,0c  ,2 321 ===c
 
and thus  
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Thus the solutions are  
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and the energy levels satisfy  the following equation 
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 Its nonrelativistic limit with 0,0 == γC  is  
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and this also agrees with the Schrödinger equation.   
 
3. Conclusions 
We have obtained the approximate analytical solutions of the Dirac equation with 
spin and pseudospin symmetry for some well-known diatomic potentials plus a 
Coulomb like tensor interaction. An  algebraic  method is used in the calculations to 
obtain energy eigenvalues in the closed form and the corresponding spinor wave 
functions. We have listed the numerical results of the energy eigenvalues for the spin 
symmetric  case inTables 1. The variation of the parameter  
))1(2)1(( ++++=Ω γγκγκκ as a function of the coupling constant  γ   for two states is 
presented in Tanle 2. We have shown that the tensor interaction removes the 
degeneracy between the members of doublet states. 
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Table 1 : The energy levels for the chosen parameters  A=2.09 , B=1.58 ,  m=10,  3.0=α ,  
C=10.  The energy levels are shown for  different values of  γ  and κ . 
____________________________________________________________________ 
(n, l ,j)            (E, 0=γ )       (E, 2=γ , κ >0 )            (n, l ,j)         (E, 0 ,2 <= κγ )              
2/10s                  0.0075                  0.0150 
2/11s                   0.0300                  0.0900 
2/11p                  0.0950                  0.1250                     2/31p                       0.0750            
2/32d                  0.2410                 0.3250                     2/52d                       0.2150 
2/52 f                  0.2950                 0.3650                     2/72 f                       0.2350 
 
 
Table 2 : the variation of the parameter  ))1(2)1(( ++++=Ω γγκγκκ as a function of the 
coupling constant  γ   for two states.  
  
γ    -20 -10 -5 -3 1 5 7 10 20 
Energy for 2/1
1p  0.609 0.250 0.131 0.094 0.125 0.205 0.256 0.345 0.789 
Q for
)1( 2/11 =κp  
342 72 12 2 6 42 72 132 462 
Q
 
-2)( 
 2/31 =κp  
462 132 42 20 2 12 30 72 342 
 
 
 
 
  
